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MM Light needs to set itself apart from the light beer crowd with quality ingredients and complement the
bitterness of MM Lager by delivering a rich distinct flavor of its own. What is required is a strategy founded
on the principle that MM Light should have a new product name and logo to differentiate it from MM Lager.
The young drinkers who are between the ages of 21 â€” 27 years are spending twice as much on alcohol that
those aged over 35 years. MMBC has used its brand supremacy to influence consumer buying traits. Light
beer sales will be profitable within 2 years. Should MMBC introduce a light beer? Light beer sales in the U.
As mentioned before, the very strong brand equity has made MMBC stand out as a brewery that has
experienced customer loyalty for successive generations. Others thinking out of the box could be line
extension to others products segments like bourbon or Scott whisky which are linked to the image of craft and
high quality products. Net revenue for the company was The company focused their production on Mountain
Man Lager beer that mainly attracted blue-collar, middle-to-lower income men ages  Mountain Man MM
Lager is the flagship product and the only beer currently produced by the company. This positioning statement
would help MMBC to target its product toward the blue collar worker in the East Central region. Additionally,
the number of barrels of MM Lager sold in was approximately , Beer consumption has dropped to its lowest
since  The recipe for the lager was based on a refined family recipe and is known for its flavorful, bitter taste.
For purposes of the first question, I developed the following positioning statement based on what I believe was
the historical perspective of MMBC. MMBC is different from its competitors because of its history, its status
as an independent, non-corporate and family owned regional based brewery giving it the originality desired by
its core consumers. They valued local marketing activities that allowed them to experience personal
connection with customers. However, to introduce Mountain Man Light, the company would have to consider
a possible cannibalization of Mountain Man Lager by Mountain Man Light that would end up hurting the sales
of its core brand. See Appendices 6 and 7. Is the budget appropriate for the launch? By , Mountain Man
revenues would have declined by 9. This strategy, based on prior successes throughout the U. Please see excel
sheet in Appendix1 for more details. Given the current state of the beer industry, it is reasonable to project that
the rate of sales decline will continue to accelerate in the future. Shipping light beer as a standalone product
offers MMBC freedom to market to a totally new segment without alienating their existing drinkers. However
they may need to make significant investment in manufacturing location and equipment, or they could start by
outsourcing some production to contract breweries. Introducing a light beer would increase Rationale: 1.
Further the Document also discusses the competitive challenges that the company phases The document also
addresses the dilemma Chris faces whether to making reforms in business strategies or to continue with the
existing sale and product line model and explains the tradeoffs that lie therein. Please see excel sheet in
Appendix1 for more details 6a. What is the likely future of competitive brewers? Competitive Advantage
Mountain Man Beer Company has been true to its core customer base and product quality since the company
started in  However, this type of product line expansion had helped competitors secure more shelf-space, so
cannibalization may be minimal and negligible. While weaknesses and threats identified are serious, they are
few in number when compared to the many strengths and opportunities of expanding the MMBC product line.
However, both styles will be kept under the same brand family. MM Light will add additional capital
expenditures for plant and equipment upgrades and could potentially hurt sales of the lager as brand loyalty
may become threatened. The beer also holds a respectable market share and a top market position in West
Virginia for a period of 50 years and also the states it is distributed in. The legacy of the company is its main
distinguishing trait from its competitors. What market share will Mountain Man Light have to obtain to break
even in two years? Also a brewer with a broad product offering was seen as a more attractive prospect to
consumers. Furthermore, the main buying location of the target market is off-premise. Describe the market
MMBC serves and the beer market in general.


